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considered a two way street, even though they are dependent on each other for 

different reasons. It also gives an insight on terrorists understanding of mass media 

and how they try to use it in their favour. Even though the theoretical framework is 

extensive, it is an interesting read but a bit scattered: sometimes it is not an easy 

task to get a clear overview of all the different theories and the historical background 

since they constantly intervene with one another. In chapter five, Simons also 

demonstrates the new problems and opportunities that the Russian state is facing 

and the ways it is trying not only to control media, but also to adapts itself to new 

ways of communicating via Internet.  
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“The Political Economy of Terrorism” takes a textbook style approach to 

understanding the complicated effects of terrorism as it has evolved, using economic 

methods, such as modeling and game theory. Enders and Sandler have a lengthy 

track record in the field and use their expertise to help the reader develop a better 

grasp of the factors involved in both committing terrorist acts and responding to 

terrorism. 

The book is ideal for economics students and professionals, but requires only 

an intermediate understanding of basic economic principles such as game theory.  

However, this should not dissuade readers who are not economists from exploring 

the text since it covers many dimensions of the terrorism subject that are not 

commonly addressed in other spheres of academic research and indeed it is helpful 

in building a better overall understanding of the ways actors behave at both a micro 

and macro level. Certainly, Enders and Sandler demonstrate the cross-disciplinary 

value of their research and commentary throughout the text. 

The book mainly focuses on the United States’ and the West’s role in response 

to the pre- and post-9/11 terrorism and the best way to analyze it is by first breaking 

down the subject into three major topics:   

 The history, evolution, and future of terrorism; 

 The rational behavior theory as applied to terrorist organizations; 

 The responses to terrorism and their associated costs. 

These topics are divided and discussed by the authors in eleven well-written 

chapters that often overlap, but segue nicely into one another. This review will 

address the three major topics without getting bogged down with the specifics in the 

hope of encouraging the reader to utilize the text for further exploration. 
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I. History, evolution, and the future of Terrorism 

 

Enders and Sandler begin the book with a fairly thorough introduction to 

terrorism in so far as they address its modern development beginning with Russian 

radical revolutionary tactics of the use of bombings and assassinations in the mid- 

and late 19th century. Next, they show how these techniques were picked up and 

modified somewhat by Marxists and Socialists throughout Europe and give attention 

and credit to the activities of the Irish Republican Army in the early 20th century.   

The authors create a clear account of the transition and modifications used by 

different groups into what they call the “modern age of terrorism” by the late 1960’s 

and early 1970’s. At this point they explain how and why there is a shift towards 

skyjackings and hostage taking among terrorist groups as leftist groups dominated 

the terrorist landscape in the West. These situations are further explained in both the 

chapters on liberal democracies and hostage-taking later on in the book and lead the 

reader into the rise of fundamentalist groups. 

Lastly, they walk the reader through the pre-9/11 terrorism environment paying 

considerable attention to Islamic fundamentalists, the ever-evolving tactics employed 

such as suicide attacks and how 9/11 and the Western response affected the current 

situation in terrorist and counter-terrorist policy in the world. The concluding chapter 

is focused entirely on their perceptions and predictions of the future of terrorism. 

 

II. The rational behavior of terrorist organizations 

 

The most significant portion of the book is how Enders and Sandler explain 

what they see as the rational behavior of terrorist organizations and how this 

behavior can be modeled, understood, and even predicted to some extent.   

According to them, a major misconception amongst many, including policy 

makers, is that terrorist organizations are not reasonable and rational actors. Instead, 

the authors continually show throughout the text how this is clearly not accurate.  

They adeptly walk the reader through several series of games showing how terrorist 

organizations behave given a set of options and how responses by governments and 

other entities contribute to the decisions and actions taken by terrorists. 

One of the most intriguing portions of the text discusses the allocation of a 

terrorist organization’s limited resources over a set period of time. How these 

resources are distributed towards both non-terrorist and terrorist activities and why is 

heavily discussed using modeling that is well developed for policy and business 

related decision-making. It is remarkable how well the authors apply “prisoner’s 

dilemma”, Nash Equilibrium, “chicken”, and other game theory tools to the subject of 

terrorism. The exercises and examples provide the reader with not only a better 

comprehension, but also the resources to make effective decisions on how to 

approach different policy moves both pro-actively and reactively. 

The level of detail and research taken by the authors in this part of their study 

grants the reader background, hard statistics, and mechanisms. It empowers the 

reader to apply solutions to the existing conundrums surrounding global terrorism.   
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III. The responses to terrorism and associated costs 

 

The final area addressed by the authors further helps develop the readers’ 

ability to grasp the enormity of costs associated with terrorism and the far-reaching 

effects it has on society. The authors point this out early in their chapter titled ”The 

Dilemma of Liberal Democracies” and they expound on these concepts throughout 

the text. 

One of the more intriguing claims described in the book is that terrorism creates 

difficulties for liberal democracies more so than autocratic style governments. This is 

because of the need for democratic societies to trade off between security and 

freedom. Enders and Sandler show how this relationship is modeled and illustrate 

how the intensity of terrorist attacks correlates directly with Western society’s 

willingness to relinquish levels of liberty. This modeling should create value to many 

different fields of study beyond the typical terrorism sphere, such as law, sociology, 

human rights and public policy. 

Additionally, many other unquantifiable costs are explored throughout the book, 

such as loss of life, human anxiety, or even lost time because of security delays at 

airports and other checkpoints. 

Importantly, the authors discuss counterterrorism efforts, their direct costs and 

opportunity costs, and their relative effectiveness. These topics are covered at 

length, but chapters on ”International Cooperation”,”Transference”, and ”Homeland 

Security” have been the most interesting and helpful. 

Specifically, the game theory models that illustrate the variety of difficulties that 

occur in cooperation between allies and other actors are especially eye-opening. It is 

commonly assumed that a collective good is automatically established with 

cooperation against terrorist activities and that all actors would actively participate in 

these efforts. However, Enders and Sandler show why this is not the case at all and 

that “free-riding” exists even amongst developed Western nations in the fight against 

terrorist organizations. Better yet, they show why it is in these countries’ best interest 

to free ride. 

Finally, ”The Political Economy of Terrorism” is an significant contribution to the 

field of studies surrounding armed conflicts because it provides readers with analysis 

that quickly separates the reflex action of “understanding” the motives behind terrorist 

attacks to the need to focuse instead on the rational behavior that drives terrorism as 

a part of an organization’s available activities. This type of analysis allows readers to 

make logical assessments on best courses of action in response to terrorism and 

why or why not some responses are effective. 

Certainly, there are multiple considerations to be addressed and Enders and 

Sandler have not created a handbook for solving global terrorism. However, they 

have provided a valuable resource for those that are seeking to expand their toolbox 

in combatting terrorist organizations and protecting their own and their societies’ 

interests. 

 

 


